
POLICY: Curriculum  
   
   

DATE IMPLEMENTED: April 2017  

REVIEW DATE: April 2020  

    
 
 
 
 
Rationale 
 

Curriculum is broadly described as the totality of experiences that occur in the learning process. 
Part of the curriculum is defined by the requirement to offer the National Curriculum 2014 and 
there are additional aspects to the school learning experiences that are specific to the needs of 
the young people at Riverwalk. These include therapeutic provision and are addressed through 
the Personal Plan that identifies the pupil specific aspect of their learning experiences. 
 
 
 
 

Aims 

 

• To ensure that all pupils make the highest levels of progress across the school.  
• To ensure that all students are given access to a broad and balanced and age 

appropriate curriculum as identified within the National Curriculum 2014  
• That the curriculum offered to all students is developmental  
• To have a cohesive approach across the school  
• To make clear the expectations of staff in planning and delivering the curriculum 

 
 
 
 
Responsibilities 

 

• All  teaching staff are responsible for planning based upon the school’s curriculum  
• Teaching staff are responsible for planning curriculum experiences for the subject 

allocated to them based upon the school approach to teaching and learning.  
• Lead Teacher for Curriculum is responsible for supporting the development of 

curriculum through project research and implementation.  
• Lead Teacher for Curriculum is responsible for evaluating the implementation of 

the curriculum and reporting to the Senior Leadership.  
• Senior Leadership are responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of teaching and 

learning through the analysis of curriculum planning, the delivery of teaching, and 
the progress made by pupils.  

• Governors are responsible for evaluating the evidence presented to demonstrate 
the quality of education. 
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Agreed Practise 
 

1. Whole school Curriculum Map  
This documents the plan of the coverage in terms of broad and balanced content across the 
school, and includes delivery of the National Curriculum 2014. As well as demonstrating 
compliance with the National Expectations, this is how the school ensures the content is 
relevant to the needs of the pupils. 
 

2. Schemes of Work (Appendix 1).  
The schemes of work are developmental in approach. They show the learning experiences 
across the subject content, as well as the progression in learning using the P-Scales as the 
base for the developmental aspects These two aspects work together to create the needs led 
learning experience. Clearly identified learning outcomes are matched to a range of activities 
and resources that will lead to the highest levels of progress by the pupils. It is important at 
this point that age appropriate resources are identified at all levels of need. To ensure 
consistency across the school Schemes of Work need to:- 

 

• Provide a sequence of activities through the subject knowledge identified for the unit 
of work.  

• Contain a detailed wide range of learning activities that ensures inclusion and 
challenge for all learners  

• Indicates the key learning outcomes for the full range of pupils, specifically related to 
the unit of study.  

• Includes the link to additional activities and resources specific to a learning need  
• Provides detail of the resources available within school, and aspects such as 

visitors/educational trips offered to enrich the curriculum 
 

 

3. Timetable  
Each class has a timetable that reflects the weekly access to curriculum subjects. The 
timetable is based upon the Teaching and Learning Policy which outlines the approach to the 
learning required by pupils at Riverwalk School. To enable the shared access to resources the 
timetable timings are consistent across the school. 
 

 

4. Lesson planning  
Attached to the Schemes of Work is a plan for individual/developmental outcomes to focus the 
scheme for the class. Selection of these outcomes is supported by the Personal Plan for each 
pupil. Progress is recorded within the Learning Journal, and BSquared for the developmental 
aspects of learning. It is intended that the Scheme of Work therefore is the basis for the Lesson 
Plan. 
 

 

5. Policies that relate to the curriculum policy  
• Teaching and Learning  
• Feedback and Marking  
• Assessment of Learning  
• Assessment, Reporting and Recording 
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6. Monitoring of the Policy 
 

 Policy Aim  Outcome Required  Monitored by Reported to 

 To ensure that all pupils  Over 30% pupils  Senior Termly report to 
 make the highest levels of  achieve above Upper  Leadership to Teaching and 
 progress across the  Quartile  monitor the Achievement 
 school.  98% of pupils achieve  progress of Committee 
   at expectation or above  pupils on a  

     termly basis  

 To ensure that all students  Long Term Plans  Senior Leaders Curriculum 
 are given access to a  identify the coverage of  to ensure published on the 
 broad and balanced  the National Curriculum  completion of the School Website. 
 curriculum as identified 2014.  Long Term Plans  

 within the National      

 Curriculum 2014.      

 That the curriculum offered  Medium Term Plans  Senior Leaders Report to the 
 to all students is  identify the  to review Teaching and 
 developmental in  developmental content  completion of the Achievement 
 approach.  of the curriculum.  Schemes of Committee 
     Work annually 

 To have a cohesive  Long Term Plans and  Learning Report to the 
 approach across the  Medium Term Plans  Observations by Teaching and 
 school.  are in place for all Key  Senior and Achievement 
   Stages.  Middle Committee 
     Leadership Team  

 To make clear the  All documents relating the  Senior Leaders Report to the 
 expectations of staff in  curriculum are identified  to ensure Headteacher 
 planning and delivering the  within the School  completion of the  
 curriculum.  Community  SCCS.  
  

Communication Strategy 
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Appendix 1 - Example of Scheme of Work:  
 

Key Stage 3 Maths  

YEAR 1 
TERM 1 – SHAPE AND NUMBER  

At the end of this unit: 

 

Group 1: Hold and encounter a range of simple 2D and 3D shapes. Explore face texture and perimeter shape of sensory shapes. Listen and respond 
to number rhymes and songs. Handle and explore objects of different sizes  

Group 2: Name and sort simple 2D shapes. Make simple pictures and patterns using shapes. Number – To demonstrate one to one correspondence. 

To differentiate between large and small objects. To match sets of three objects to an outline  

Group 3: Name simple 2D and 3D shapes and describe their properties. Sort and match simple 2D and 3D shapes. To make sets of three or more. To 
match shapes to different sized outlines. To estimate and count objects  

Cross-Curricular Links COMPUTING  Key Vocabulary Visits/Visitors 

IT Espresso 1. same, different, large, , Shape walk- town/ park 
Geography YouTube larger, largest, big, bigger, biggest,  

History iPad small, smaller, smallest, shape, circle, Supermarket- looking at different 
Food tech Number shark square, rectangle, triangle, star, oval, shaped foods and packages 

 Helpkidzlearn circular, triangular, rectangular,  
 

pentagon, hexagon, octagon, 
 

 Magic carpet  
 

quadrilateral, cube, cone, cuboid, 
 

 Shinylearning.co.uk  
 

pyramid, sphere, cylinder, prism 
 

 Beebots  
    

 Counting songs 2. properties, including:  
 

nrich 
 

 straight, curved, round, flat, solid,  

  hollow, point, surface, right angle,  

  line, 2D, 3D, pattern, roll, slide, make  

  build, draw, sides, corner, edge, end  
 

3. 
 

Individual targets related to topic: 
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 Learning Outcomes    Learning Experiences   Resources 
 P levels 1 – 3   Shape       4. 2D and 3D shapes  

 P1 (i) Pupils encounter activities and   1. Printing with different shapes covered in materials. Children to touch and feel materials with support-   5. Materials- bubble  
 

experiences 
     

     bubble wrap, string, wool,   

wrap, string etc. 
 

 They may show simple reflex responses      
     

2. Press sensory balls into play dough to create different patterns (see resources for pics) 
 

 Any participation is fully prompted.     6. Environmental  
   

3. Encounter holding different shaped 3D shapes- golf ball, bouncy ball, tennis ball, basketball, physio ball 
 

   

P1 (ii) Pupils show emerging awareness of 
   

     shapes   

 activities and experiences   4. Different coloured balls in paint- roll around in a tough spot to create patterns- see resources. Do the     
  

  

 

7. Balls 
 

 

They may have periods when they appear 
   

     children track the balls as they roll?    
 alert and ready to focus their attention on       

8. Paint 
 

   

5. Post it box- see resources 
   

 certain people, events, objects or parts of      
     

9. Post it box 
 

 objects   6. Sensory room magic carpet: “red shape trail”, “coloured shape trail”, “sensory circles”    

 They may give intermittent reactions   7. http://www.shinylearning.co.uk/games/timeout.php cause and effect game- use for eye gaze.   10. Shape sorters  
 

P2 (i) Pupils begin to respond consistently 
 

          

11. Sensory room 
 

   8. http://www.shinylearning.co.uk/freegames/PTZ_BrightShapesDemo.html cause and effect- track    
 to familiar people, events and objects      

     

moving object across screen 
 

  

12. Magic carpet 
 

 They react to new activities and experiences        

 They begin to show interest in people,   9. Jigsaw maker- shapes- switches   13. IWB  
 

events and objects 
 

   10. Holding/ exploring and touching 2d and 3d shapes. Hide in sand, hot/ cold water, water beads, shaving   
14. Jigsaw maker 

 
 

They accept and engage in coactive 
   

       

foam, spaghetti, rice, bubbles/ slime in cauldron/ print with them etc. 
 

       

15. Water 
 

 exploration        
   

11. Printing with different shaped objects both 2D and 3D e.g. cups, plates, wooden blocks, LEGO, balls 
   

 P2 (ii) Pupils begin to be proactive in their     16. Water beads  
 

interactions 
  12. Printing with balloons- circles, let the children explore the shape of the balloons and see the effect    

     

17. Spaghetti 
 

 They communicate consistent preferences     when printing- see resources    
     

 

 

18. Shaving foam 
 

 

and affective responses 
      

   13. Shape songs- round and round the garden- circling on hands, tummies, arms etc with different    

 They recognise familiar people, events and     

19. Balloons 
 

     

materials- finger, feather, pencil. 
   

 objects        
       

20. Shape song 
 

 They perform actions, often by trial and   14. Dropping different shapes down a tube/ slide/ into bucket- explore the 2D and 3D shapes.    
 improvement, and they remember learned   Number      21. Tube  
 

responses over short periods of time 
     

   1. Number rhymes and songs- ‘5 little men,’5 current buns, ‘one girl in the ring’, opportunities to join in   22. Counting songs  

 They cooperate with shared exploration      
     

with rhymes, taking an object as part of the song/ using props to support songs/ feel taps on body as 
  

23. Sensory shapes 
 

 and supported participation        

 P3 (i) Pupils begin to communicate     adult counts/ dropping objects into container as adults count.   24. Jelly  
             

 intentionally   2. Finding sensory numbers in different mediums- jelly, water (hot/cold), shaving foam. Encourage   
25. Tennis balls 

 
 

They seek attention through eye contact, 
   

     

children to feel the shapes of the numbers. Tap on body parts. 
   

 gesture or action.       26. Muffin tin  
   

3. Putting tennis balls into a muffin tin/ pingpong balls into egg carton. Support 1:1 counting- adult to 
   

 They request events or activities     
27. Pingpong balls 

 
 They participate in shared activities with     count. See resources    
       

28. Egg carton 
 

 less support   1. Counting stories based on songs- sing 5 little ducks with ducks and water. Children to gasp and release    
 

They sustain concentration for short 
    

29. Helpkidzlearn 
 

     ducks into water. Listen to 5 little speckled frogs- with assistance hold the frogs. Place the frogs on lily    
 

periods. They explore materials in 
       

     

pads. 
  

30. Slide 
 

 increasingly complex ways        
       

31. Buckets 
 

 They observe the results of their own   4. Helpkidzlearn- big bang colours- using switch- cause and effect ,    
 actions with interest   5. Rolling different objects down tubes/ into buckets/ down slide. Adults to count.      
 They remember learned responses over        

             

 more extended periods             

 P3 (ii) Pupils use emerging conventional             
 communication             

 They greet known people and may initiate             

 interactions and activities             
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P levels 4 – 6  
P4 Pupils search for objects that 
have gone out of sight, hearing or 
touch, demonstrating the 
beginning of object permanence 
Pupils match big objects and 
small objects 
 
They demonstrate interest in 
position and the relationship 
between objects  
P5 Pupils search intentionally for 
objects in their usual place [for  
example, going to the mathematics 
shelf for the box of shapes]  
They find big and small objects on 
request  
They compare the overall size of 
one object with that of another 
where there is a marked difference 
They explore the position of 
objects 
 
P6 Pupils search for objects 
not found in their usual place,  
demonstrating their understanding 
of object permanence  
They compare the overall size of 
one object with that of another 
where the difference is not great 
They manipulate three-
dimensional shapes They show 
understanding of words signs and 
symbols that describe positions 

 

P4 Pupils show an awareness of 
number activities and counting 
P5 Pupils respond to and join in 
with familiar number rhymes, 
stories, songs and games Pupils 
can indicate one or two They 
demonstrate that they are 
aware of contrasting quantities 

Shape  
1. Sing shape songs with lots of visual / kinaesthetic props, e.g. real objects of various shapes; drawing  

shapes in the air; pictures of different shapes; shapes to feel; etc. 
32. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsR0h50BiFQ 
33. http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zhnvcdm 
34. http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zps34wx  
2. Print with shapes. Have a range of different sized circles, squares, triangles, etc and ask students to 

make prints that have all circles, or all three sided shapes, etc. Or print a picture of a house, identifying 
which shapes are needed for the windows, door, roof, etc.  

3. Make shape repeating patterns 
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/simple_patterns/eng/Introduction/default.htm  

4. Guess the name of a shape hidden under a cloth or partially hidden by a screen. What shape couldn’t it  
be? 

35. http://www.iboard.co.uk/activity/Guess-the-Hidden-Shape-605 
36. http://www.ictgames.com/Yrshape.html  
5. Put identical squares (or circles, triangles, etc.) on a washing line with one that is obviously bigger 

or smaller. Ask the student show you the “big square”  
6. Draw big shapes on the floor / playground or demarcate them with masking tape. Hold up visual 

prompts and ask the students to “Stand in the square” or “Sit in the triangle”. If appropriate, use 
verbal instead of visual prompts.  

7. Draw big shapes on the playground with chalk. Can the students walk / run / skip / manoeuvre 
their wheelchair around them? How accurate are they at walking along straight lines, turning 
corners, following curves?  

8. Print with 3D shapes. What 2D shape do they make on the paper? If you dip a different face in 
the paint, does it make the same shape?  

9. Sort for shape – give the students a selection of plates, bowl, cups and cutlery from the home corner. 
Ask them to sort them into “round things and long things”  

10. Play with toy cars on a large floor map. Can you make the car go around the roundabout / straight 
down the road / turn a corner?  

11. Make straight and curved tracks with a train set. Can they make a track that is a circle? An oval? 
A square?  

12. Look at play food from the home corner. Sort it by shape. Ask the students to make their own food 
with dough. What shape is it?  

13. Cut shapes out of dough using shape cutters- can you find the square/ circle/ triangle?/ Cut shapes out 
of dough with pastry cutters. Bake and make a shape mobile, or match to shape pictures (such as a 
circular sun and a rectangular book)  

14. Shape Hunt in the classroom or environment – looking for circle shapes or things that have circles on 
them, etc.  

15. Make a circle, square or triangle shape in groups, either by standing up and holding hands, or by 
lying down at angles to one another. Record with digital cameras  

16. Use an answer board to respond to questions such as “Is it a square?” 

 
Natural objects of different 
shapes  
A range of 2D shapes of 
different sizes and colours 
Chalk or masking tape to 
make big shape outlines 
on the floor  
Real objects of different 
shapes  
Cars, car mats, trains 
Feely bags  
Shape pastry cutters 
Beebot  
Drawing packages on the 
computer 
Sticky 2D shapes  
Dough, plasticine and 
clay Different sized and 
textured balls, e.g. golf  
balls, table tennis balls, 
cricket balls, tennis balls,  
footballs, basketballs, 
physio balls, etc.  
Home corner equipment 
and play food  
Various shaped packaging 
Musical instruments 
Building bricks  
Counting songs 
38. Pegs and pots  
39. Threading 
numbers 
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P6 Pupils demonstrate an 17. Hide shapes in sand or bubbly water. Feel and guess their name, either verbally or by pointing to  
understanding of one-to-one  identical shapes or symbols of them  
correspondence in a range of 18. Choose instruments which match 2D shapes (e.g. tambourine – circle, woodblock – rectangle, triangle –  

contexts  triangle, etc.). When matching shapes are held up, play your instrument  
Pupils join in rote counting up to 19. Make beebot travel in a straight line / turn a corner / go round in a circle. Try to make or imitate these  
five  paths on a bicycle or with toy cars.  

They count reliably to three, make 20. Beebot shape mat- twinkl- what shape has the beebot landed on? Can they find the matching 2D shape  
sets of up to three objects and use  from a selection?  
numbers to three in familiar 21. Shape road mats- see resources- children to follow shapes with cars  
activities and games 22. Shape game: throw dice with symbols of 2D shapes on it and find the shape thrown from a collection  

They demonstrate an 23. Find shapes on / in the apparatus in PE – ask the students to climb in/on something that is a circle / has  
understanding of the concept of  straight lines / stand next to a corner – use visual prompts to support students as necessary  
‘more 24.  Draw circles / squares / straight lines / curved lines etc in drawing packages on the computer.  

 25.  Have a 3D shape table in the classroom. Ask children to find shapes at school or home to add to it.  

   Have symbol supported labels, and encourage the children to label the items they have found  

 26.  Shape game: throw dice with symbols of 3D shapes on it and find the shape thrown from a collection  

 27.  Make a posting game by placing one face of a 3D object on card, or the lid of a cardboard box and  

   draw around it. Repeat with other shapes and cut out, with help. Can you post the objects in the  

   right holes? See resources  

 28.  Put a collection of spheres in order of size  

 29.  Cut a variety of fruit or vegetables into slices to investigate what the cross section of them is. Predict  

   what shape a slice of orange will be. Can you cut the orange in a different way to produce a different  

   shape? What about a banana?  

 37.  Number   

 1.  Beat numbers on instruments  

 2.  Sing and join in with number rhymes, songs and games  

 3.  Counting songs- can they find matching numbers/ post correct number of coins in money box/ beat  

   instrument at different times of the songs?  

 4.  Count pegs onto numeral pots. Extend range of objects pupils will relate to one to one  

   correspondence (snack time etc.) Continue in home corner—using cup and saucer and pretend  

   food.  
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5. Handling sets of 2 or 3 like objects. Making sets of 2 or 3 or more like objects. Handle / make sets of 
3  

6. Recognise, match and write, numerals to three.  
7. Make number books  
8. Hole punch threading numbers—numeral and string / picture  
9. Role play- counting and money- count out correct number of pennies to pay for objects  
10. Make patterns / sequence using three shapes or colours.  
11. Compare quantities with an obvious difference  
12. Respond to ‘give me more’, ‘give me one’, ‘give me two’ 

 
13. Have an awareness of 1:1 correspondence – putting one object in each cup, putting an item of food 

on each plate etc. 

  P levels 7 – L1    Shape              2d shapes  
  P7 Pupils respond to ‘forwards’ and    1. Draw/ trace 2D shapes on IWB. Talk about the properties of the shapes- how many sides/ corners/    3d shapes  
  

‘backwards’ 
       

       straight or curved    
Beebots 

 
  

They pick out described shapes from a 
      

        

2. Sorting shapes- have a selection of shapes in a tray- ask the child ‘can you find a circle?’ 
 

        

Nrich 
 

  collection        

     

3. Beebot coloured shape mat (twinkl)- identify or match 2D shape beebot lands on 
    

  They use familiar words in practical       Dot to dot shapes  
     4. https://nrich.maths.org/content/id/8862/MakingAPicture.pdf  

    

  situations when they compare sizes       

Sticky shapes 
 

     

5. https://nrich.maths.org/content/id/8852/Exploring%202-d%20shape.pdf 
 

 

     

and quantities, 
    

        

Iboard 
 

     

6. Dot to dot shapes- twinkl- ‘dot to dot shapes’- see resources 
    

  P8 Pupils compare objects directly,        
        

Modelling dough 
 

  focusing on one dimension such as    -  https://www.bigactivities.com/ctd/shapes/     
         

Shape cutters 
 

  

length or height where the difference 
                  

     7. Have a range of 3D shapes. Drop them down a slide (PE cupboard) which ones roll and which ones     

  is marked and can indicate ‘the long      don’t? Why? Record findings.    Junk modelling  

  one’ or ‘the tall one’    8. Make pictures with 2D shapes    Counting songs  
  

They show awareness of time, through 
       

     -  ‘2D Shape pictures’- Twinkl- see resources    Bricks  
  some familiarity with names of the         

     -  Sticky shapes- make pictures free hand- give pictures for inspiration    

Pegs and cups 
 

  days of the week and significant times         
     

- 
 

http://www.iboard.co.uk/iwb/Picture-Making-with-Shapes-653 describe what shapes they are using 
    

  in their day, such as meal times, bed        Soft toys  
                 

   

       

and their properties. ‘How many …… have you used in your picture?’ 
 

  times They respond to mathematical         Cloth  
     

9. Magical shape hunt game- http://pbskids.org/peg/games/magical-shape-hunt 
       

  vocabulary such as ‘straight’, ‘circle’,          
Tin 

 

  ‘larger’ to describe the shape and size    10. Cut shapes out of modelling dough- find shape cutter on request. Talk about properties.     
          

  of solids and flat shapes    11. Make different shaped biscuits      
  

They describe shapes in simple models, 
     

     12. Shape hunt in the classroom or around the school- find a range of circles/ shapes with straight edges      
  

pictures and patterns 
        

     13. Make patterns with 2D shapes- complete the shape and pattern      
           

        http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/simple_patterns/eng/Introduction/default.htm      
                      

  P7 Pupils join in rote counting to 10    -  http://www.literactive.com/Download/live.asp?swf=story_files/sequence_game_US.swf      
     

14. Matching simple 3D shapes by shape and colour- name and describe shape 
 

     

  They can count at least 5 objects         

  reliably      http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/building_game/eng/Introduction/StarterActivity.htm       

  They recognise numerals from one to    15. Describes properties of shapes- counts number of sides/ corners/ describes edges- straight/ curved      
  five and to understand that each    16. Sorts 3D shapes- using items from around the home and classroom- sort all the cylinders/ cubes/      

  represents a constant number or      cuboids etc.      
  

amount 
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Pupils demonstrate an 
understanding of ‘less’  
In practical situations they respond 
to ‘add one’ to a number of objects  
P8 Pupils join in with rote counting 
to beyond 10  
They continue to rote count onwards 
from a given small number  
Pupils recognise differences in quantity 
They recognise numerals from one to 
nine and relate them to sets of objects In 
practical situations they respond to  
‘add one’ to or ‘take one away’ from a 
number of objects  
They use ordinal numbers (first, 
second, third) when describing the 
position of objects, people or events 
Pupils estimate a small number (up 
to 10) and check by counting 

 
Level 1  
count to and across 100, forwards 
and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, 
or from any given number  

count, read and write numbers to 100 
in numerals; count in multiples of 2s, 
5s and 10s 
 
given a number, identify 1 more and 1 
less 
 
identify and represent numbers using 
objects and pictorial representations 
including the number line, and use the 
language of: equal to, more than, less 
than (fewer), most, least 
 
read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in 
numerals and words 
 
read, write and interpret mathematical 
statements involving addition (+), 
subtraction (−) and equals (=) signs 

 
represent and use number bonds and 
related subtraction facts within 20 

 
add and subtract one-digit and two-
digit numbers to 20, including 0 

17. Builds with 3D shapes- junk modelling, building forts with boxes etc.  
18. Continue a 2/3 part repeating pattern with shapes 
19. Order shapes by size 
20. Sort objects independently and explain how they did it. 
21. Name 2d shapes-rectangle triangle, square circle. 
22. Name and describe features of 2d shapes - rectangle triangle square circle. 
23. Choose ways to group objects and describe why 
24. Name and describe 3d shapes - cube cuboid, cylinder, sphere  

 

Number  
1. Rote count to 10- sing songs independently with props- 10 in the bed/ 10 fat sausages/ finger 

counting songs  
2. Compare two groups with by counting using language more/ less- which bottle has more/ less water in 

it? Which bucket has more/ less balls in it? Do they respond correctly to can you add one more/ take  
one away? Recount.  

3. http://www.ictgames.com/mucky.html more/ less game 
 

4. Make towers using at least 5 bricks. Count the bricks independently. How many would you have if 
you took one away/ added ne more?  

5. Match numerals and amounts to 5. Make groups of objects up to 5. Can you put 5 candles on the 
cake/ can you put 5 balls in the bucket etc.  

6. Order numbers to 5 
7. Put correct amount of pegs on cups labelled with numbers 1:1 correspondence 
8. Order, match and recognise numbers to 10 

9. Understanding ordinal numbers 1st, 2nd, 3rd etc. http://www.iboard.co.uk/activity/Alien-Lining-Up-723  
10. Use soft toys in a line to practise ordinal numbers. Have them lining up to go on bus etc. who is first in 

the line? Who is second? Who is last? Can you put the rabbit first in the line? Can you put the bear 
second?  

11. Estimating games- children to estimate how many objects they can see and then count. 
http://www.iboard.co.uk/activities/path/counting-and-understanding-number_estimating/subject/maths  
12. Have a selection of objects and ask the child to guess how many they can see. Cover with cloth 

quickly. Remove cloth and count.  
13. Ask children to close eyes. Drop objects into a tin. Child to show adult how many they put in the tin.  
14. Counting on from a given number- give children a number sequence with numbers missing. Can they 

find the missing numbers? May need to use a number line- see resources.  
15. Find one more and one less than numbers to 10 
16. Recognise, write and order numbers to 10/20 
17. Count on and back in ones from any 1 digit number 
18. Add 2 or 3 sets of numbers together up to 10 
19. Add and subtract numbers to 10 and record using number sentence and operations (+,-,=) 
20. Identify the biggest and smallest number out of 2 numbers (up to 30)  
21. Work out missing number from a simple sequence of numbers to 20 
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 solve one-step problems that involve   22. Count on and back in 2s, 5s and 10s   
 addition and subtraction, using   23. Partition any number up to 20 into tens and units - explaining the value   

 concrete objects and pictorial   24. Work out "how many more" they need to add to another number to make 20.   
 

representations, and missing number 
    

   25. Work out "how many I need to take away" from a number to leave me with a given number   
 

problems such as 7 = ? − 9 
    

   26. Know by heart doubles to 10- (2+2=4, 3+3=6)   
      

    27. Use a number line to work out addition and subtraction number sentences by jumping forwards and   
Recognise and name common 2D and    backwards   

3D shapes including:       

 2-D shapes [for example, rectangles       
 (including squares), circles and       

 triangles]       

 3-D shapes [for example, cuboids       
 (including cubes), pyramids and       

 spheres]       
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


